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Item build for nana mobile legends

Nana is a Mage/Support genre hero in Mobile Legends. Nana Alan-of-Effect has a good set of Calling, Burst and Crowd Control skills. He basically offers offensive support because many of his skills hurt his enemies. His passive is very unique and is the easiest thing for Nana to deal damage in a number of challenges. His skill 2 makes him an excellent
support hero. Nana is very good and easy to play the genre Mage, you can process any situation with it and easily rank it. So let's jump into the MLBB battlefield with nana before it's further away. In this guide, we take a look at the best ambing, magic, structure, including tips and tricks to open the way to victory with Nana in mobile legends. We've discussed
before how we can master playing with other Mobile Legends heroes like Ling. Wanwan, Pharsa, Carmilla, Silvanna, Hayabusa, Atlas, Luo Yi, Yu Zhong, Aurora, Khaleed, Freya, Khufra, X.Borg, Lesley, Tigreal, Valir, Cecilion, Lylia, Uranus, Barats, Odette, Angela, Vale, Rafaela, Hanzo, Esmeralda, Brody, Lapu-Lapu. So be sure to check out these hero
guides. Let's focus on Nana for now. Skill Analysis Nana is a passive and a hero with four skill sets in three active partners. In this Nana guide, let mobile legends see what his abilities are, and when you can use what skill to get him the best of him. Passive - Molina's Gift This Nana is the most unique passive, still alive when she suffers fatal damage. He turns
into a cute little rabbit for 2 seconds, during this time. Nana is immune to all damage and the speed of movement gradually increases by 70%. Cool Down for this passive is 120 seconds and CD reduction elements do not work for its Passive. Skill 1 - Magic Boomerang (AoE) CD – 5.5/5.2/4.9/4.6/4.3/4.0 Nana throws him to Boomerang in the designated area
and slows down 40% enemies for 1 second while he deals 200/220/240/260/280/300 magic damage. The first enemy takes full damage, but by the next 60%, it will suffer 20% less damage. Skill 2 – Molina Smooch (CC, Summon) CD – 14.5/14/13.5/13/12.5/12 Calls Nana Molina to the designated area. After a short delay, Molina converts the enemy to 1.5
seconds, while 250/275/300/325/350/375 bruises and slows them down by 50/54%/58%/62%/66%/70%. Magic defense is reduced by 25% for the enemy unit. After Molina locks on to a target, he can be dodged if another enemy player willingly stands in front of the target. Skill 3 - Molina Blitz (Burst, CC) CD - 36/32/28 Nana deals Domain damage three times
with this skill. Each attack slows down the enemy by 50% for 2 seconds, while 400/540/680 gives magic damage. If this force hits one enemy twice, the enemy is stunned for 1 second. Upgrade to the first and maximum level of Skill Up Methods for Nana Unlock Skill 1. Upgrade your skill accordingly and always upgrade Ultimate. Related – Mobile Legends
Item Guide Mobile Legends Emblem Set Best Emblem Set and Spells for Nana special Mage Emblem to do more damage. Use such skill points to harass enemies more often. Here mainly focus on its speed of motion and magical power. Finally use Impure rage to deal with extensive damage to enemy units. Agility (+3)Catastrophe (+3)Dirty Rage (+1) The
magic emblem is also good for him. Use energy ability points to get a good amount of mana and then put your desire points for CD reduction. Finally, spend your point on power surge to cope with the extra magic damage. Lightning Truncheon and destiny watch are the most useful items for this emblem. Energy (+3)Desire (+3)Magic Power Surge (+1) Nana
doesn't have escape power, so use Sprint or Flicker to survive. He is a very fragile hero so shaking will definitely help him to escape from bad situations. Or you can use Flameshot to deal with further damage. Related - Mobile Legends Farming Guide Best Creates Nana mobile Legends we know that she is a Mage/Support hero, so you can use it in both
cases just by changing it build. If you are playing as a mage deal with a lot of damage and in this scenario you often have to build magic shoes spamming your skills. You can also build Demon Shoes if you want to refresh the mana. Lightning Truncheon and Shining Wand are the basic items for him, for this additional damage. Destiny Watch Lightning
Truncheon will increase additional damage, so build first and complete 10 stacks to cope with further damage. Ice Queen Wand to enhance Nana's deceleration effect. You can use Holy Crystal or Blood wings to increase damage. If we play him as a backup, Genius Asa will help you reduce the magic defenses. Durance Necklace to reduce the regen effect of
enemies. Buy Immortality to earn an extra life in the late stages. We recommend using custom Mage emblem and Flicker with Magic Damage build. Related - Mobile Legends Item Guide Mobile Legends Nana Gameplay Tips Nana is a very flexible hero, she can process any lane. Then go in the middle lane when you are the only mage on the team; will
provide you with more exp and gold. But if you are playing as support then buy a wooden mask and offlaner helps. Don't play alone because he's a team of fighting heroes. According to your game, we can split it into three stages. Our Mobile Legends Nana guide includes an excellent game plan for the game's early, middle and late game. However, a player
must have a good understanding of the map to bring the best of any hero. Buy an elegant gem to recover from early game Lost Mana and HP. Then buy a regular Boot and prioritize the Time of Destiny. Don't buy blue buffs if the transport wants hyper. Clear the wave of slaves and focus on raising your level. After this Built Lightning Truncheon, try to build the
Clock of Destiny as fast as possible. Returning with your team after reaching Level 4 Medium Game Place the second skill of a bush and make a surprise attack with your allies after morphing. Don't Do It Behind the gold, building elements are very important. If you are playing as support your task helps the seller to damage. Durance Building Necklace try to
disrupt the effect of enemy regen and build items according to the enemy team. Do whatever you want, but always try to push the taret and try to return with your teammates. Vision is another important thing for Nana. Late Game Nana is not a lone player after receiving nerfed by developers, so her middle phase and late phase task is to gank with the team.
You're fragile, so don't get caught by a heavy CCed enemy. Create items as fast as possible so you can place 2 Molina at the same time and poke your enemies more often. Try to place the ultimate in a team fight to stun them. Always passively check during taret diving. If passive is not present at that moment, do not play too aggressively. Use the following
skill combinations to fully use Nana in Mobile Legends. Skill 2+Skill 3+ Skill 1 (this will take heavy damage)Skill 2+Skill 1+Skill 3 Both combinations are useful, use on a case-by-case. Turning your enemy into a mouse helps his allies kill him easily. Spam skill 2 is the first to identify top secret enemies. Last Thoughts He is a really useful hero but in some cases,
the enemy will mark nana especially to protect their damage seller. So place skill 2 quick attention and then push. He is a frustrating hero because of his second skill. Any stunner tank and Nana can literally dominate at the early stages of the opening. You can use Nana, especially if your enemy team chooses Aldous, Esmeralda, Saber, Odette, Atlas, etc. The
next update to the Project is on the way so things can be changed a little with the patch, we will keep it up to date. By the way, these tips will definitely help guide Mobile Legends wins easily with Nana. You can also check out our latest layer list to learn more about meta heroes renewed this season. Read all of our other Mobile Legends articles here for
today's Mobile Legends Nana Guide. You'd rather use Nana another way? Let us know in the comments section below! Join our WhatsApp group, Telegram Group or Discord server for more Mobile Game news and updates. Also, follow us on Google News, Instagram and Twitter for quick updates. Nana is a member of the cat elf breed, sharing a Magical
Forest with lunar elves. As ancient inhabitants of this magical place, Leonin is skilled with natural magic. Nana is no exception, making her a professional on the battlefield with great magical abilities. He matches his rodent-like friend Modina with other heroes in DawnLand. He is a strong ally with supporting skills that make him an asset to any team. When the
match began, players were trying to find Nana with her other teammates. He can lane and ganking or join big team fights as he makes his way towards enemy base and a strong victory. Nana really is a. Pack magic bundle of energy like a little cat. Create Emblems Items Nana will find advantage with items that make her magical and more powerful in defense.
Furthermore, the gear that helps him use his skills more often will compensate him for the weak crime, as it offers coolness reduction and mana regeneration. Therefore, it is easy to build since Nana offers these benefits to many items. Support Mage Enchanted TalismanGlowing WandLighting TruncheonMagic ShoesBlood WingsFleeting Wings Enchanted
Talisman mana regeneration and cooling reduction and help with an increase in magic power and HP. This will allow Nana to use her skills more often and avoid an easy death. The Glowing Wand significantly increases magic power while increasing health and speed of movement. It also gives an extra burn power for each skill, increasing damage over time.
This can add an extra biting edge that already takes the opponent down on top of powerful attacks. With the benefits of increasing mana and reducing cooling time, Lightning Truncheon is already a powerful part of the gear for Nana. On top of that, the item also increases its magic damage, even allowing it to damage multiple enemies at the same time as its
variety of skills. Motion gear magic shoes will increase the speed of movement of Nana and help reduce cooling to be fast to attack and escape. Blood Wings give you health and magical power. They also offer Nana a unique ability to regain her health every time she uses her magical power. Short-term time increases damage from magical attacks and
reduces nana's cooling down to make her power center skills even more aggressive. Many items can meet Nana's needs depending on the style of play and which heroes are on the battlefield. It's a priority to pay attention to the way Nana plays to improve her effectiveness. Skill passive skill: Modinas Gift modina's gift is passive skill with Nana. Upon death,
Nana can transform her into a smaller, more animal-like version, allowing her to escape the war. He gains a support at speed and while in this form the enemy attack is inexperient. Before he returnes, he will restore a small portion of his health. During this short period of time Nana cannot use her abilities, but she can avoid being killed. Skill 1: Magic
Boomerang magic boomerang carries Nana and is an object that it uses for the first skill. He throws it directly into a line from him, flies from there and returns to it, hurting everyone he hits on the road. After the first target, each enemy who touches the boomerang receives speed debuff and reduced damage for each affected target. Skill 2: Molina's Smooch
Nana is a transformative spell of small rodent-like animal Molina castings in the second skill. Molina's Smooch chases the creature past any enemy in range and places it in a special area where it resembles Molina. He can stay at the casting site for a short time until he sees a competitor or until expires. If he sees a target, he will lock and chase them until
they catch them, transform the hero and make them weaker defensively, slow them down and hurt them in impact. Skill 3: Molina's Blitz molina's Blitz Nana is the ultimate skill in strength. This calls on Molina once again, attacking in a straight line three times with large footprints, and each attack does extensive damage. Any enemy within the attack area will
slow down, and if an enemy is shot twice, they are briefly stunned. Nana Bilgi Nana is an easier hero to master with intensely strong skills that make her ideal in a partnership or group environment. His weaknesses come from his low defensive and attacking abilities, but this is easily buffered by his skill set. Although soft, he has a manoeuvre that allows him to
escape death, and despite the weak crimes, he has incredibly powerful magical attacks. He is a pair of powerful allies and better equipped for this scenario than taking the strip alone. Therefore, it can be with a partner in the lanes, in the forest, or roaming the area to help the team. In group battles he can be a great presence with his feisty cat attacks. As a
partial support hero, the game will begin with a partner in Nana. Choosing a laning partner to start with will be her best bet as she tries to level her skills and get available. After a short time, you can start jungling if necessary or continue to focus on the lanes. As bigger fights begin to break out, this is Nana's signal to start navigating the battlefield and support
her teammates. The more products Nana buys, the more talented she will be, thereby bringing her team closer to the finish. In doing so, Nana should pay attention to the map to make sure that her skill set is not required elsewhere. Nana is making it easier for her allies to overthrow the towers and destroy the enemy team. With his heavy abilities, if he can
avoid death and stay on the battlefield as long as possible, his team can expect damaging, magical attacks for victory. Victory.
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